2018-19 Academic Learning Compact Report
ALC - Digital Journalism and Design (MA) (CIP CODE 09.0499)
Program Outcomes

Means of Assessment

Findings

Content/Discipline Skills (Ethics) Ethics: Students will demonstrate an
understanding of professional ethical
principles and work ethically in
pursuit of truth, accuracy, fairness
and diversity.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

We assess ethics awareness,
understanding and application
across the graduate curriculum, but
especially in Mass Communication
Ethics via a final paper. Paper
involves the application of classical
philosophical theory. The application
of professional journalism ethics is
also appraised in courses such as
Newswriting and Editing, in which
students complete reporting and
writing assignments.
Criterion for Success: The concept
exam administered in the
Communication Ethics course
ensures that students can apply
major principles to vignettes, which
also shows their ability to complete
their independent ethical analysis
required for the class.

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Fall 2018 section of Digital Ethics and Law, the mean
score on the Final Project was “B-.” The median was “B-.”
(10/04/2019)

Use of Findings

Mass Communication Ethics Final
Exam
Criterion for Success: The concept
exam administered in the
Communication Ethics course
ensures that students can apply
major principles to vignettes, which
also shows their ability to complete
their independent ethical analysis
required for the class.
10/31/2019
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Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Direct Measure - Midterm in Mass
Communication Ethics is used to
assess this outcome.
Criterion for Success: The concept
exam administered in the
Communication Ethics course
ensures that students can apply
major principles to vignettes, which
also shows their ability to complete
their independent ethical analysis
required for the class.

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Mass Communication Ethics,
the mean score on the Midterm was “B+.” The median was
“B-.” (10/04/2019)

Use of Findings: Planning only
minor tweaks in assignment
wording. (10/04/2019)

Direct Measure - Digital Ethics and
Law | Final Project
Criterion for Success: 80%
Content/Discipline Skills (Law) - Law:
Understand and apply the principles
and laws of freedom of speech and
press, as well as receive instruction in
and understand the range of systems
of freedom of expression around the
world, including the right to dissent,
to monitor and criticize power, and to
assemble and petition for redress of
grievance.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

10/31/2019

Our seminar in Law and Mass Media
provides the primary means for
assessing students’ understanding of
and ability to apply journalistic legal
principles. In this course, students
complete an approximately 4,000word research paper. Students
submit this culminating effort at the
end of the semester and work with
the instructor throughout the term
to select a topic, devise an outline
and identify sources. Feedback is
provided on an initial draft.
Criterion for Success: Students
should use reason to apply principles
to new facts. Students will identify
key principles. They will gather
appropriate supporting material and
present it in a clear and concise
fashion, not merely reading from
slides but engaging with their
audience. Students will apply
deductive reasoning to respond to
novel information, rather than
merely parroting back memorized
facts and principles.
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Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Class Participation in Seminar: Law
and the Mass Media is used to
assess this learning outcome
Criterion for Success: Students
should use reason to apply principles
to new facts. Students will identify
key principles. They will gather
appropriate supporting material and
present it in a clear and concise
fashion, not merely reading from
slides but engaging with their
audience. Students will apply
deductive reasoning to respond to
novel information, rather than
merely parroting back memorized
facts and principles.
In Law and Mass Media, students
also complete a book or article
review and accompanying in-class
presentation. This assessment
entails reviewing topical media law
books and articles and then
describing procedural posture, facts,
legal conclusions and principles of
court decisions critical to mass
media law.
Criterion for Success: Students
should use reason to apply principles
to new facts. Students will identify
key principles. They will gather
appropriate supporting material and
present it in a clear and concise
fashion, not merely reading from
slides but engaging with their
audience. Students will apply
deductive reasoning to respond to
novel information, rather than
merely parroting back memorized
facts and principles.
Direct Measure - Digital Ethics and
Law | Weekly Topical
10/31/2019

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
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Discussions/Quizzes/Reviews
Criterion for Success: 80%

In the Fall 2018 section of Digital Ethics and Law, the mean
score on the Weekly Topical Discussions/Quizzes/Reviews
was “B-.” The median was “A-.” (10/04/2019)
Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Fall 2018 section of Seminar: Law and the Mass
Media, the mean score on the Class Participation was “A.”
The median was “A.” (10/04/2019)

Direct Measure - Seminar: Law and
the Mass Media | Class Participation
Criterion for Success: 80%

Content/Discipline Skills (Numbers) Numbers: Apply basic numerical and
statistical concepts.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

In Research Methods in Mass
Communications, students
demonstrate the ability to analyze
examples that use numbers in a
journalistic account and in an
academic article that uses
quantitative methodology.
Criterion for Success: Students will
perform accurate calculations and
demonstrate an understanding of
common statistical methods and
terms and how they’re applicable to
mass communications research.

Content/Discipline Skills
(Technology) - Technology: Apply
current tools and technologies
appropriate for the communications
professions in which they work, and
to understand the digital world.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

We provide opportunities to learn
emerging digital tools via a range of
media production courses, including
Web publishing, video storytelling,
photojournalism and graphic design.
This part of the curriculum focuses
on project-based assessments, for
example, the creation of a short
video documentary, an infographic,
or a functional website. Though
students’ resulting work is a key
aspect of evaluation for this
objective, students are also assessed
on the processes they follow in
completing their projects.

Use of Findings

Weekly assignments in Advanced
Photojournalism & Video Storytelling
10/31/2019
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& Digital Media Technology are the
primary means of assessment for
this outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
balance technical skills with
research, news writing and editing.
They’ll work efficiently with
hardware and software, following
best practices and adhering to both
technical and journalistic standards.
MA students who complete applied
research projects often engage in
significant technical work, and this
assessment provides an ideal way to
measure the application of
technology principles covered
throughout the program.
The Final Paper in Data Visualization
is used to assess this outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
balance technical skills with
research, news writing and editing.
They’ll work efficiently with
hardware and software, following
best practices and adhering to both
technical and journalistic standards.
MA students who complete applied
research projects often engage in
significant technical work, and this
assessment provides an ideal way to
measure the application of
technology principles covered
throughout the program.
Final photo project in Sizzling Images
is used to assess this outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
balance technical skills with
research, news writing and editing.
They’ll work efficiently with
hardware and software, following
best practices and adhering to both
10/31/2019

Use of Findings

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Data Visualization, the mean
score on the Final Paper was “A.” The median was “A.”
(10/04/2019)

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
??In the Spring 2019 section of Sizzling Images, the mean
score on the Final photo project was “B.” The median was
“B.” (10/04/2019)
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Program Outcomes

Means of Assessment
technical and journalistic standards.
MA students who complete applied
research projects often engage in
significant technical work, and this
assessment provides an ideal way to
measure the application of
technology principles covered
throughout the program.
Assignments in Digital Production is
used to assess this outcome
Criterion for Success: Students will
balance technical skills with
research, news writing and editing.
They’ll work efficiently with
hardware and software, following
best practices and adhering to both
technical and journalistic standards.
MA students who complete applied
research projects often engage in
significant technical work, and this
assessment provides an ideal way to
measure the application of
technology principles covered
throughout the program.

Findings

Use of Findings

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Digital Production, the mean
score on the Assignments was “B-.” The median was “A-.”
(10/04/2019)

Use of Findings: Will add more
digital media activities.?? Focus on
more specific production
techniques. Strive for less
lecturing and have students help
each other more and do more
group and individual activities
during class. Create more detailed
rubrics for evaluating
photography, videography, and
audio within the final project.
More rigour upfront to ensure
students master the basics.
(10/04/2019)

The final exam in Intro to Blogging is
used to assess this outcome
Criterion for Success: Students will
balance technical skills with
research, news writing and editing.
They’ll work efficiently with
hardware and software, following
best practices and adhering to both
technical and journalistic standards.
MA students who complete applied
research projects often engage in
significant technical work, and this
assessment provides an ideal way to
measure the application of
technology principles covered
throughout the program.
The Weekly Assignments Digital
10/31/2019

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
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Content/Discipline Skills (Theory) Theory: Understand concepts and
apply theories in the use and
presentation of images and
information.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 10/31/2019

Means of Assessment

Findings

Media Technology is used to assess
this learning outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
balance technical skills with
research, news writing and editing.
They’ll work efficiently with
hardware and software, following
best practices and adhering to both
technical and journalistic standards.
MA students who complete applied
research projects often engage in
significant technical work, and this
assessment provides an ideal way to
measure the application of
technology principles covered
throughout the program.

Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Digital Media Technology, the
mean score on the Weekly Assignments was “A.” The
median was “A.” (10/04/2019)

The EXERCISES Video Storytelling I is
used to assess this learning
outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
balance technical skills with
research, news writing and editing.
They’ll work efficiently with
hardware and software, following
best practices and adhering to both
technical and journalistic standards.
MA students who complete applied
research projects often engage in
significant technical work, and this
assessment provides an ideal way to
measure the application of
technology principles covered
throughout the program.

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Fall 2018 section of Video Storytelling I, the mean
score on the EXERCISES was “A.” The median was “A.”
(10/04/2019)

We measure the understanding of
communications theory in Mass
Communication Theory. Primarily
through written assignments,
students convey their understanding
of the theories and structures
underpinning communications,

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Fall 2018 section of Mass Communication Theory, the
mean score on the Final Research Paper or Proposal was
“A.” The median was “A.” (10/04/2019)
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Use of Findings: Modifications to
run the class fully online, resulting
in changes to the core dynamics.
(10/04/2019)
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Findings

2018

especially in terms of their role
within a democratic society.
Criterion for Success: Students will
demonstrate an understanding of
communications theories by drawing
on first-hand experience and
drawing connections between realworld examples and reviewed
theories.

Communication Skills (Editing) Editing: Critically evaluate their own
work and that of others for accuracy
and fairness, clarity, appropriate style
and grammatical correctness.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

In Newswriting and Editing, students
complete a set of style and grammar
quizzes. They also engage in a
significant amount of newswriting,
with a strong focus on submitting
work of publishable quality. Various
factors are considered in
determining what makes something
“publishable,” with a particular focus
on the factualness of the work. To
this end, students are evaluated
extensively on their ability to not
only write but self-edit to produce
clean, error-free copy.
Criterion for Success: Students will
review their work for problems and
correctly identify issues with
grammar, punctuation and AP style.
They will make appropriate changes
and submit clean, accurate copy, in
some cases, without the opportunity
to revise and resubmit work. Student
work will be fact-checked by
instructors and significant
deductions will be made for the
inclusion of wrong information,
however “minor” it may seem.

Use of Findings

Communication Skills (Visual
At the graduate level, we measure
Literacy) - Visual Literacy: Understand students’ understanding of visual
and apply visual theories and related theory and related design
10/31/2019
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Means of Assessment

design techniques.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

techniques primarily through our
media production courses, including
video storytelling, photojournalism
and media convergence. These
courses involve project-based
assessments, in which students are
evaluated based on the quality of
the photo essays, video stories,
infographics and other media they
produce.
The Final Project in Advanced
Photojournalism & Video Storytelling
is used to assess this outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
apply theories to real world cases.
They will go beyond examples from
course materials in formulating their
arguments. Students will produce
visual journalism that adheres to
professional best practices and
standards.
At the graduate level, we measure
students’ understanding of visual
theory and related design
techniques primarily through our
media production courses, including
video storytelling, photojournalism
and media convergence. These
courses involve project-based
assessments, in which students are
evaluated based on the quality of
the photo essays, video stories,
infographics and other media they
produce.

Findings

Use of Findings

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Data Visualization, the mean
score on the Case Study was “A.” The median was “A.”
(10/04/2019)

Use of Findings: Continue to
refresh the curriculum based on
how advances in technology are
changing production and editing
techniques. (10/04/2019)

The Case Study in Data Visualization
is used to assess this outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
apply theories to real-world cases.
They will go beyond examples from
10/31/2019
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Means of Assessment

Findings

course materials in formulating their
arguments. Students will produce
visual journalism that adheres to
professional best practices and
standards.
The Field trip to the Dancing Goat
Farm assignment in Sizzling Images is
used to assess this outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
apply theories to real world cases.
They will go beyond examples from
course materials in formulating their
arguments. Students will produce
visual journalism that adheres to
professional best practices and
standards.

10/31/2019

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
??In the Spring 2019 section of Sizzling Images, the mean
score on the Field trip to the Dancing Goat farm was “A-.”
The median was “A-.” (10/04/2019)

The Final Project in Production is
used to assess this outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
apply theories to real-world cases.
They will go beyond examples from
course materials in formulating their
arguments. Students will produce
visual journalism that adheres to
professional best practices and
standards.

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Digital Production, the mean
score on the Final Project was “B.” The median was “A.”
(10/04/2019)

The Final Video Project in Video
Storytelling was used to assess this
outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
apply theories to real-world cases.
They will go beyond examples from
course materials in formulating their
arguments. Students will produce
visual journalism that adheres to
professional best practices and
standards.

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Fall 2018 section of Video Storytelling I, the mean
score on the Final Video Project was “A-.” The median was
“A-.” (10/04/2019)

Communication Skills (Writing) We assess writing at the graduate
Writing: Write correctly and clearly in level at various junctures, including

Use of Findings

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
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forms and styles appropriate for the
communications professions,
audiences and purposes they serve.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

the Neighborhood News Bureau.
Students are assessed on a series of
news reports filed throughout the
semester, each of which must be of
publishable quality. Students
complete a series of writing
assignments based on original
reporting in St. Petersburg.
Criterion for Success: Students will
write clearly, concisely and
accurately. They will prioritize the
presentation of factual information.
They will cite sources correctly.
Whenever appropriate, they will
adhere to publication level
standards, producing error-free
work.

In the Fall 2018 section of Neighborhood News Bureau, the
mean score on the Five publishable news stories was “A.”
The median was “A.” (10/04/2019)

Use of Findings

Weekly assignments in Multimedia
Reporting is used to assess this
outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
write clearly, concisely and
accurately. They will prioritize the
presentation of factual information.
They will cite sources correctly.
Whenever appropriate, they will
adhere to publication level
standards, producing error-free
work.
Book/Article Reviews and In-Class
Presentations in Seminar: Law and
the Mass Media is used to assess this
learning outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
write clearly, concisely and
accurately. They will prioritize the
presentation of factual information.
They will cite sources correctly.
Whenever appropriate, they will
adhere to publication level
standards, producing error-free
10/31/2019

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Fall 2018 section of Seminar: Law and the Mass
Media, the mean score on the Book/Article Reviews and InClass Presentations was “B+.” The median was “B+.”
(10/04/2019)
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work.
A Reflection Paper in ST: Special
Topics in Food Communication
Criterion for Success: Students will
write clearly, concisely and
accurately. They will prioritize the
presentation of factual information.
They will cite sources correctly.
Whenever appropriate, they will
adhere to publication level
standards, producing error-free
work.

Critical Thinking Skills (Critical
Thinking) - Critical Thinking: Think
critically, creatively and
independently.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

10/31/2019

Use of Findings

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of ST: Special Topics in Food
Communication, the mean score on the Reflection Paper
was “A.” The median was “A.” (10/04/2019)

The Stories in Multimedia Reporting
is used to assess this learning
outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
write clearly, concisely and
accurately. They will prioritize the
presentation of factual information.
They will cite sources correctly.
Whenever appropriate, they will
adhere to publication level
standards, producing error-free
work.

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Multimedia Reporting, the
mean score on the Stories was “B+.” The median was “B+.”
(10/04/2019)

Comprehensive Exams are a primary
assessment of critical thinking in the
MA program. These cover media
ethics, law, and theory. They’re
reviewed by a committee of faculty
according to accepted departmental
standards. We also find
opportunities to measure critical
thinking via special topics courses,
mainly through student book and
article reviews.
Criterion for Success: Students will
show critical, creative and
independent thinking. Students will
synthesize a lot of material and
present it concisely in a form that

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Fall 2018 section of Senior Seminar, the mean score
on the Senior Seminar Exit Exam was “B.” The median was
“B.” (10/04/2019)
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Means of Assessment
requires a fair amount of
thoughtfulness.
Case Studies in Digital Media
Technology is used to assess this
learning outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
show critical, creative and
independent thinking. Students will
synthesize a lot of material and
present it concisely in a form that
requires a fair amount of
thoughtfulness.
Pitches in Multimedia Reporting is
used to assess this learning
outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
show critical, creative and
independent thinking. Students will
synthesize a lot of material and
present it concisely in a form that
requires a fair amount of
thoughtfulness.

Critical Thinking Skills (Research) Research: Conduct research and
evaluate information by methods
appropriate to the communications
professions in which they work.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

Findings

Use of Findings

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
??In the Spring 2019 section of Digital Media Technology,
the mean score on the Case Studies was “A.” The median
was “A.” (10/04/2019)

Use of Findings: Considering
adding more digital media
activities. (10/04/2019)

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Multimedia Reporting, the
mean score on the Pitches was “A.” The median was “A.”
(10/04/2019)

In Research Methods in Mass
Communications, students complete
a set of section assessments and a
comprehensive final exam. The latter
assessment involves constructing
research objectives, hypotheses and
research questions. Special topics
courses may also involve
assessments of students’ research
skills, especially those classes that
involve research-based term papers.
Criterion for Success: Students will
demonstrate the ability to
distinguish between journalistic and
academic research, will describe
how essential elements of research
ethics can be operationalized, will

10/31/2019
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Findings

Use of Findings

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Sizzling Images, the mean
score on the Creation of Food/Drink Podcast was “A.” The
median was “A-.” (10/04/2019)

Use of Findings: Enforce
requirement of captions on all
photos. Incorporate Instagram
account more fully into the class.
(10/04/2019)

demonstrate an ability to analyze
one example of diversity as a subject
for academic research, and
differentiate the following research
methodologies: textual analysis,
qualitative, and quantitative.
Civic Engagement (Business &
N/A (Please see general notes in the
Entrepreneurship) - Business and
summary statements.)
Entrepreneurship: Understand
emerging business models and
entrepreneurial skills related to
changes in the business of journalism.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018
Civic Engagement (History) - History:
Demonstrate an understanding of the
history and role of professionals and
institutions in shaping
communications.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

In Mass Communications Ethics,
students complete a final exam and
final paper, both of which test
understanding of communications
history.
Criterion for Success: Students will
demonstrate an awareness and
understanding of various aspects of
mass media, including radio, music,
media effects, cinema, propaganda
and other areas.
Direct Measure - Weekly Discussions Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
in Multimedia Reporting
Criterion for Success: 80%
In the Fall 2018 section of Multimedia Reporting, the mean
score on the Weekly discussions was “A-.” The median was
“A-.” (10/04/2019)

Multiculturalism / Diversity
(Global/Cultural Diversity) Global/Cultural Diversity:
Demonstrate an understanding of the
diversity of peoples and cultures and
of the significance and impact of mass
communications in a global society
10/31/2019

Certain special topics courses focus
on assessing students’
understanding of global diversity,
especially via papers and
presentations.

Use of Findings: Only minor
tweaks to assignment descriptions
planned (10/04/2019)

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Race, Gender & Class in Media,
the mean score on the Final Research Paper was “A.” The
median was “A.” (10/04/2019)

The FInal Research Paper in Race,
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Means of Assessment

Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

Gender & Class in Media is used to
assess this learning outcome
Criterion for Success: Students will
demonstrate thoughtful reflection
on how diversity issues are
presented. They will consider
alternative viewpoints and provide
synthesis when feasible.
The FInal Paper in Digital Democracy
is used to assess this learning
outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
demonstrate thoughtful reflection
on how diversity issues are
presented. They will consider
alternative viewpoints and provide
synthesis when feasible.

Multiculturalism/Diversity
(Individual/Domestic Diversity) Individual/Domestic Diversity:
Demonstrate an understanding of
gender, race/ethnicity, sexual
orientation and, as appropriate, other
forms of diversity in domestic society
in relation to mass communications.
Outcome Status: Active
Planned Assessment Cycle: 2017 2018

10/31/2019

Findings

Use of Findings

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Digital Democracy, the mean
score on the Final Paper was “B.” The median was “B+.”
(10/04/2019)

Use of Findings: Minor additions
and subtractions planned around
several course modules to reflect
the latest developments in digital
democracy and citizenship.
(10/04/2019)

The Analysis Paper in Mass
Communication Ethics
Criterion for Success: Students will
demonstrate thoughtful reflection
on how diversity issues are
presented. They will consider
alternative viewpoints and provide
synthesis when feasible.

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
??In the Spring 2019 section of Mass Communication Ethics,
the mean score on the Analysis Paper was “A-.” The median
was “A-.” (10/04/2019)

In Neighborhood News Bureau,
students write a profile story about a
minority person in the St. Petersburg
area, for example, an African
American within the Midtown who
was involved with giving back and/or
making the neighborhood a better
place to live. Stories include multiple
sources and resources.
Criterion for Success: Students will
expand their comforts zones. They
will purposefully plan, report and
write a story that might be
published. They will balance
creativity with the need to present

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Digital Democracy, the mean
score on the Creative Project was “B-.” The median was
“B+.” In the Spring 2019 section of Race, Gender & Class in
Media, the mean score on the Major Theory Essay Exam
was “B-.” (10/04/2019)
Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
The median was “B-.” ??In the Fall 2018 section of
Neighborhood News Bureau, the mean score on the
Multimedia Project (Podcast) was “A-.” The median was “A.” (10/04/2019)
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Use of Findings: Look for ways to
designate graduate students,
when appropriate, as great group
leaders or sourcing of support and
coaching for students with
practical assignments.??
(10/04/2019)
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Findings

Use of Findings

factual information. Students will
demonstrate an understanding of
the importance of seeking out many
viewpoints and voices, especially
those that tend to be
underrepresented. Students will be
able to discuss thoughtfully what
they learned, what surprised them
and what they need to learn more
about in terms of the group they
focus on.
The Multimedia Project (Podcast) in
Neighborhood News Bureau is used
to assess this learning outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
expand their comforts zones. They
will purposefully plan, report and
write a story that might be
published. They will balance
creativity with the need to present
factual information. Students will
demonstrate an understanding of
the importance of seeking out many
viewpoints and voices, especially
those that tend to be
underrepresented. Students will be
able to discuss thoughtfully what
they learned, what surprised them
and what they need to learn more
about in terms of the group they
focus on.
The Creative Project in Digital
Democracy is used to assess this
learning outcome.
Criterion for Success: Students will
expand their comforts zones. They
will purposefully plan, report and
write a story that might be
published. They will balance
creativity with the need to present
factual information. Students will
10/31/2019

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
In the Spring 2019 section of Digital Democracy, the mean
score on the Creative Project was “B-.” The median was
“B+.” (10/04/2019)
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Findings

Use of Findings

demonstrate an understanding of
the importance of seeking out many
viewpoints and voices, especially
those that tend to be
underrepresented. Students will be
able to discuss thoughtfully what
they learned, what surprised them
and what they need to learn more
about in terms of the group they
focus on.

10/31/2019
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